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Temporal queries and version management for Web archives are important components of Web informa-26 tion systems. They are particularly important in applications such as document archives and digital libraries 27 that must ensure the permanence of e-documents. Indeed, the very computing technology that makes digital 28 repositories possible also makes it very easy to revise documents and publish the latest versions on the Web. 29 To avoid loss of critical information and achieve e-permanence, old versions must be preserved. We can expect 30 that in the future, ''e-permanence" standards will be established for critical Web sites of public interest [17] . 
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A first approach to preserve the content of successive document versions is storing each version as a sep-32 arate document. However, this is very undesirable because of: (i) storage inefficiency, (ii) explosion of hits on 33 content-based searches, and (iii) difficulty of answering queries on the evolution of a document and its content. 34 Therefore, in this paper we propose XML-based techniques whereby a multi-version document is managed as 35 a unit, and successive versions are represented by their delta changes to optimize storage utilization and sup-36 port efficiently complex historical queries on the evolution of the document and its elements (e.g., abstract, 37 figures, bibliography, etc.). 38 Similar problems and opportunities occur in data warehousing applications, where the need for temporal 39 data warehouses is well established [60, 49] . Furthermore, as we move from traditional intra-company ware- 40 houses to inter-company warehouses, reliance on XML and Web-based environments is bound to grow. A 41 related new trend is Web warehouses (Fig. 1 ) designed to collect contents from Web sites of interest, and mon- 42 itor them at regular intervals to detect changes and provide subscribed services to a community of users [44] . 43 Typical services provided include: (i) detecting changes from the previous version, (ii) forwarding significant 44 deltas to subscribers, (iii) answering continuous queries about changes, (iv) retrieving old versions, and (v) 45 supporting historical queries and trend analysis queries. 46 Thus, we focus on information systems, such as digital libraries and Web warehouses, that support sophis-47 ticated change management and temporal queries for focused application domains. This differentiates our 48 Web warehouses and digital archives from systems such as the Wayback machine that are primarily interested 49 in preserving old snapshots of the global Web [4] , rather than on providing sophisticated information services. 50 We instead want to provide the technology whereby powerful historical queries can be supported along with 51 sophisticated version-auditing techniques such as those supported by the Versioning Machine project [11] . 52 A key problem that will be addressed in this paper is how to represent a multi-version document as an XML 53 document that (i) can be viewed by conventional XML browsers at remote sites and (ii) can also support com-54 plex queries, including temporal ones, expressed in standard XML query languages, such as XQuery [15] . vious works have focused on either problem rather than both: for instance, the reference-based representation 56 proposed in [27] achieves the first objective and it is also amenable to efficient implementation. However, the 57 approach proposed in [27] is not suitable for expressing temporal queries of any sophistication. In general, 58 the question of which data representation should be used for modelling time-dependent information and facil- 59 itating temporal queries has generated many unsolved research issues for database researchers. The difficulty of 60 such temporal issues is vividly demonstrated by the number and diversity of approaches that were proposed 61 over the years to solve the problem. In particular, for relational databases, more than 40 different approaches 62 were counted [61] ; each featured a different combination of temporal data model and query language. Although 63 the design space of alternatives has been so extensively explored, as of today, no temporal data model and query Repository and Index Manager Repository and Index Manager 
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64 language exists that is generally accepted in the research community or supported by major vendors. nately, the troublesome experience of relational systems with temporal information is in many ways due to 66 the inflexible flat structure of relational tables, and does not necessarily carry over to XML [55, 56] . Indeed 67 XML provides a richer data model, whose structured hierarchy can be used to support temporally-grouped 68 data models that have long been recognized as the most natural and expressive for temporal information 69 [34, 33] . Also XML provides a powerful query languages, XQuery, that, unlike SQL, achieves native extensibil-70 ity and Turing completeness [42] . In fact, we will show in this paper that complex temporal queries on the his-71 tory of a relational database can be expressed more easily once this history is published (or viewed) in XML.
72
The use of standard XML in archiving also dovetails with the requirements imposed by more traditional Although the SCCS scheme has many shortcomings at the physical level, we will show that it offers potential 165 benefits at the logical level. These are not significant in conventional systems, where the basic document seg-166 ments managed by SCCS are lines of text, and the multi-version document generated by SCCS lacks any obvious 167 logical structure. However, when applied to the elements of a well-structured XML document, the basic SCCS 168 scheme can be extended to produce a well-structured XML document that can be used to display the version 169 history of the document on a Web browser, and also express complex queries on the document and its evolution.
170
We now discuss how to summarize and represent the successive versions of a document ( There are significant advantages to our scheme, including the following:
188
There is no storage redundancy, since multiple identical nodes which do not change over time in successive 189 versions of the same document are represented as a single node timestamped with its validity interval (an 190 analysis on storage efficiency is discussed in Appendix 2).
191
The document history is represented by a temporally-grouped model encoded as an XML document whose 192 DTD (or XML Schema) is automatically generated from the DTD (the schema) of the original document.
193
Temporal queries and other complex queries can be easily expressed in V-Documents using standard XML 194 query languages. ber), and the attribute vend is set to the special symbol now that represents the ever-increasing current time- 1 In certain applications, the implicit constraints of the application might be such that certain nodes never appear without children-e.g., we might not allow sections to be defined unless at least a title is stored for them. In that case, the time intervals of a parent could be computed by coalescing the intervals of its children. But, by timestamping every node in the document hierarchy, we obtain a uniform representation that simplifies querying and maintenance. will be marked with a yellow background with the HTML tag span.
225
However, the most significant benefit achieved from the representation proposed here is that it does a good 226 job of supporting complex queries, particularly historical queries, which are discussed next. The subtract-days is a function that computes the differences between dates, recasting the result as days.
250
In our next query, below, we show how to support the operators since and until of first-order temporal logic XQuery. This leads to using a temporally-grouped representation that has long been recognized as the models 412 are more natural and powerful for temporal databases [34] . This representation that could not be easily real-413 ized within the rigid structure of flat relational tables can now be supported quite naturally using XML.
414
While in a relational representation we will have to timestamp individual tuples as shown in Table 1, under   415 a temporally-grouped representation we timestamp columns as shown in Fig. 4 , where each attribute value is 416 instead timestamped with its validity period.
417
The temporally-grouped information of Fig. 4 can be naturally represented using XML as shown in Fig. 5 , 418 where each element is timestamped with its validity period by its tstart and tend attributes. Powerful historical 419 queries can then be naturally expressed against this representation using standard XQuery. No further discus-420 sion of these queries will be given here, since they are similar to those we have discussed for V-documents, and 421 several examples have been given in [58] . The XML-published transaction-time history of a relational database 422 can then be stored and queried using a native XML database, as in the case of V-documents. 423 Alternatively, such histories can be shredded back into relations, and implemented with the help of existing 424 DBMS. This second solution is investigated in [58] , where the V-documents were in fact shredded into H- The above process is then repeated until the whole history is composed as V-Document V n , as per Algo-444 rithm 1. One significant advantage of our scheme is that it preserves the hierarchical structure of original XML doc-480 uments, and it has a well-defined DTD for the V-Document. 
In particular, the DTD for the history of relations can be generated directly for their SQL schema.
482
As shown in Fig. 7 , the DTD of the V-Document (Fig. 8) can be automatically generated from the snapshot 483 DTD. Each element is added with two new attributes, vstart and vend; an attribute of an element will be con-484 verted as a child element, and child elements are set as repeatable for different version intervals. 
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A practical benefit of our approach is that it can achieve effective support for historical queries by utilizing R&D effort by commercial vendors; However, we will not discuss this general and vast topic since that will 512 take us well beyond the scope of this paper. We will only briefly mention some of the specialized clustering 513 and indexing techniques that have been proposed for improving the performance of temporal queries on 514 multi-versioned documents, and also mention that, for relational by clustering a single version on deptno. However, it is not clear how to store the later deltas describing valid objects in the page. When the page falls below the specified threshold, the objects currently alive are cop-530 ied to a new page (and future deltas will also be placed in this page) Fig. 12 
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To implement such clustering/indexing techniques for efficient storage and retrieval of multi-version XML 559 documents, the XML database has to be adapted accordingly with additional effort. For example, the durable 560 node numbers will be assigned and indexed for query processing where additional query optimization is needed. temporal information in XML and that they are effective on a wide assortment of information sources ranging 587 from textual documents to transaction-time relational databases.
588
The key features of the proposed approach are: (i) the evolution history of documents and databases is rep-589 resented in standard XML using a temporally-grouped representation and (ii) complex temporal queries are 590 then expressed in XQuery, without requiring temporal extensions to the XML standards. Indeed, while we 591 relied on the use of several temporal functions to simplify our queries, similar functions can be easily added 592 by users to their current XML/XQuery systems. Therefore, an interesting conclusion that follows from these 593 results is that supporting temporal models and historical queries is significantly easier in an XML/XQuery- After focusing on the problems of modeling and querying temporal information at the logical level, we 598 briefly discussed various clustering and indexing approaches to achieve efficient execution of these queries.
599
The main issues regarding performance and scalability of (i) XML databases and (ii) temporal information 600 and queries were identified and discussed. ject sponsored by the National Historical Publications and Records Commission. We also want to thank the 610 reviewers for their insightful suggestions, which we were able to implement thoroughly, and which resulted in 611 significant improvements to the quality of the paper. V-Documents also achieve efficient storage compared to snapshot-based versions, especially when the ratio 616 of update on documents is small.
617
Sauppose the deletion ratio, insertion ratio, and update ratio are R del , R ins , and R upd , respectively. The size of 618 snapshot version n is S n , and the total size of versions up to version n is S 1!n . Here for simplification, we 619 assume that the update will not increase the size in a snapshot version; the size of additional timestamping 620 attributes can be ignored.
621
For the snapshot-based scheme, the size of S n is as follows:
623 623
624
The total version size up to version n is 625 
631 631
632
For V-Documents, we have (7) clearly show that when the update ratio is small, the V-Document has a significant storage 648 advantage.
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